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Abstract15

Reliable projections of sea-level rise depend on accurate representations of how fast-flowing16

glaciers slip along their beds. The mechanics of slip are often parameterized as a con-17

stitutive relation (or ‘sliding law’) whose proper form remains uncertain. Here, we present18

a novel deep learning-based framework for learning the time evolution of drag at glacier19

beds from time-dependent ice velocity and elevation observations. We use a feedforward20

neural network, informed by the governing equations of ice flow, to infer spatially and21

temporally varying basal drag and associated uncertainties from data. We test the frame-22

work on 1D and 2D ice flow simulation outputs and demonstrate the recovery of the un-23

derlying basal mechanics under various levels of observational and modeling uncertain-24

ties. We apply this framework to time-dependent velocity data for Rutford Ice Stream,25

Antarctica, and present evidence that ocean-tide-driven changes in subglacial water pres-26

sure drive changes in ice flow over the tidal cycle.27

Plain Language Summary28

The relation between slip of glaciers along their beds and the level of basal drag29

at the ice-bed interface is a critical component of ice dynamics for fast-flowing glaciers30

and ice streams. However, uncertainty surrounding the proper form of this relation, of-31

ten referred to as the sliding law, has hindered e↵orts to reliably project the contribu-32

tion of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets to future sea-level rise. Here, we utilize33

the tools of physics-informed deep learning to learn the evolution of drag at glacier beds34

from time-dependent ice velocity and elevation observations. By training a neural net-35

work with both data reconstruction losses and ice physics-based losses, we are able to36

reconstruct the evolution of drag for glaciers and ice streams undergoing changes in flow37

speed and surface elevations. Thus, we can investigate the relation between slip and basal38

drag without specifying the form of the sliding law. We use this approach to present ob-39

servational evidence that ocean-tide-driven changes in flow speed for Rutford Ice Stream,40

Antarctica are driven by changes in subglacial water pressure. Ultimately, this approach41

provides a natural way to integrate our existing knowledge of ice flow physics with re-42

mote sensing data in order to improve flow models.43

1 Introduction44

Fast-flowing outlet glaciers that drain the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets are45

major contributors to sea-level rise (SLR) (Church et al., 2013; Ritz et al., 2015). While46

widespread acceleration of these glaciers in response to changing climate conditions has47

magnified their importance in future projections of SLR, fundamental uncertainties about48

their long-term dynamical behavior and stability persist (Robel et al., 2019). One of the49

key sources of uncertainty is the unknown form of the parameterization used to describe50

how drag at the base of glaciers is related to basal sliding velocity, bed roughness, bed51

composition, and water pressure (Ritz et al., 2015; Aschwanden et al., 2019). The re-52

sistive force provided by basal drag plays a significant role in the evolution of glaciers53

in response to changes in atmospheric and oceanic conditions. The collection of proposed54

parameterizations for basal drag are commonly referred to as sliding laws, and the wide55

range of physical processes governing the interaction between ice, bed materials, and basal56

hydrology have led to a wide spectrum of proposed sliding laws for quantifying drag de-57

pendence on sliding velocity. Despite considerable advances in our understanding of the58

mechanics of slip along glacier beds, no consensus has emerged as to which sliding law59

o↵ers the best balance of model simplicity and model fidelity, though one model has emerged60

as a candidate for a universal sliding law that is applicable to glaciers with rigid and de-61

forming beds (Schoof, 2005; Joughin et al., 2019; Zoet & Iverson, 2020). Since the phys-62

ical processes meant to be represented by the sliding law are not directly observable out-63

side of laboratory settings, inference of the form of the the sliding law and the value of64
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its parameters requires inverse modeling using observations of ice surface velocity and65

elevation coupled with an accurate physical model of ice flow (Joughin et al., 2012; Shap-66

ero et al., 2016; Gillet-Chaulet et al., 2016; Bondzio et al., 2017).67

Fortunately, the Earth science community has seen a sharp rise in remote sensing68

data availability over the past two decades. This rise is due to an ever-increasing num-69

ber of spaceborne and airborne Earth-observing platforms in combination with increased70

computational capabilities and data-providing services that operationally produce analysis-71

ready data sets. The glaciology community has benefited enormously from continent-72

wide observations of ice surface velocities and elevation over much of the Greenland and73

Antarctic Ice Sheets (Rignot et al., 2011; Joughin et al., 2011; Porter et al., 2018; Howat74

et al., 2019). However, within the context of modeling of basal drag, use of these obser-75

vations in modeling e↵orts have traditionally involved assimilating instantaneous or time-76

averaged velocity observations into ice flow models in order to estimate static distribu-77

tions of basal drag (MacAyeal, 1993; Morlighem et al., 2010; Larour et al., 2012; Shap-78

ero et al., 2016). A few studies have expanded upon this approach by estimating basal79

drag at di↵erent time epochs, which can be used to attribute changes in drag to known80

changes in environmental factors like surface meltwater (e.g., Minchew et al., 2016) or81

to better constrain parameters in sliding laws (e.g., Habermann et al., 2013; Gillet-Chaulet82

et al., 2016). The increasing availability of time-dependent velocity fields, which in many83

places capture the evolution of glacier velocities on sub-monthly timescales in high-spatial84

resolution, could potentially provide much finer resolution on the time-evolution of basal85

drag in order to obtain the underlying space- and time-varying functional form of the86

sliding law.87

Within the past decade, machine learning algorithms have exploded in popular-88

ity due to their ability to discover patterns and relationships in large volumes of data89

which are used to inform numerous predictive and analytical tasks (LeCun et al., 2015).90

In particular, the recent success of deep learning has been attributed to the ability to91

learn hierarchical, abstract features in unstructured data which can interact in highly92

non-linear ways (Bengio et al., 2013). The coincident increase in computing power, in93

large part from the increased utility of graphics processing units, has led to rapid devel-94

opment of specialized network architectures able to learn patterns from video streams,95

images, and word sequences. Recently, many studies have demonstrated the potential96

for deep learning algorithms to be integrated with scientific knowledge in order to bridge97

theoretic gaps, discover new and robust patterns in scientific observations, and predict98

the evolution of dynamical systems (Karpatne et al., 2017; Raissi, 2018; Reichstein et99

al., 2019). This type of “theory-guided” learning combines the robustness provided by100

decades of theoretical and experimental work with the pattern recognition and repre-101

sentation power of deep learning.102

In this work, we develop a hybrid modeling framework that can exploit contem-103

porary remote sensing data by incorporating well-known ice dynamics and constitutive104

laws with a deep neural network model representing the unknown sliding law. In devel-105

oping this framework, our goal is to demonstrate a general approach for inferring var-106

ious components of a glacier system from large volumes of data without requiring access107

to sophisticated ice flow models. We further discuss how we can pose the learning prob-108

lem in a probabilistic manner that partially allows for the quantification of uncertain-109

ties due to both data errors and uncertainties in the governing equations of ice flow. Since110

the focus of this work is on learning a spatiotemporal representation for basal drag, we111

apply our method to several one- and two-dimensional flowline simulations that are rep-112

resentative of real-world basal sliding scenarios that would be challenging to analyze with113

traditional inverse modeling approaches. Finally, we apply our methods to real veloc-114

ity data over Rutford Ice Stream in West Antarctica and present observational evidence115

for the role of subglacial hydrology in propagating tidally driven variations in ice flow116

roughly 100 km inland.117
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2 Methods118

2.1 Ice Flow Governing Equations119

The flow of ice is well-approximated by incompressible Stokes flow, which describes
the motion of a viscous fluid where inertial forces are negligibly small relative to viscous
forces. In Stokes flow, the momentum equations (stress balance) reduce to gravitational
body forces resisted by stresses induced through ice deformation and shear stresses at
the interfaces between ice and the bed and sidewalls. For many fast-flowing outlet glaciers
and ice streams, flow is dominated by basal sliding where sliding velocity is compara-
ble to surface velocity, and forward motion due to vertical shearing is negligible. In this
case, the full three-dimensional Stokes equations can be reduced by neglecting certain
components of the stress divergence and averaging the resulting momentum balance over
depth (see Appendix A). This approximation, commonly referred to as the Shallow Ice
Shelf/Stream Approximation (SSA), leads to the following two-dimensional relation in
a Cartesian coordinate system with z defined parallel to the gravity vector:
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where u and v are the horizontal velocity components of the velocity vector, u, along the
x- and y-directions, respectively, and taken to be constant with depth; h is the ice thick-
ness; ⌧bx and ⌧by represent the x- and y-components of basal drag; s is the ice surface
elevation; ⌘ is the e↵ective dynamic viscosity of ice; ⇢i is the mass density of ice; and g
is the gravitational acceleration. Basal drag is modeled with a sliding law using a power-
law relationship (Weertman, 1957):

⌧bx = cbkuk 1
m

u

kuk , (2a)

⌧by = cbkuk 1
m

v

kuk , (2b)

where kuk =
p
u2 + v2, cb acts as a drag coe�cient, and m is a scalar. Thus, the basal120

drag magnitude is a (potentially nonlinear) function of the surface velocity, which is as-121

sumed to be equal to the basal velocity. The range of possible values for m is wide and122

determines whether sliding at the bed is rate-weakening (m < 0, basal drag decreases123

with sliding velocity), rate-strengthening (m > 0, basal drag increases with sliding ve-124

locity), or rate-independent (m ! 1). The mode of sliding can have strong implica-125

tions on how stress perturbations at the termini of glaciers propagate upstream (H. Gud-126

mundsson, 2011). Recent laboratory work by Zoet and Iverson (2020) has shown that127

these sliding modes can be represented as a spectrum of sliding behavior corresponding128

to rate-strengthening sliding over rigid beds at velocities below a certain threshold, above129

which till deformation dominates and basal drag is largely rate-independent.130

In this work, we simulate and analyze ice flow in both 1D and 2D in order to demon-
strate our proposed learning framework on systems of increasing complexity. For both
classes of simulations, we model tidewater glaciers where their termini end at the ocean
but are grounded throughout the entire modeling domain. In 1D, the particular model
form we use in this work reduces the 2D momentum balance equations (Equations 1a,b)
by assuming that lateral shear stresses are negligible, which is appropriate for ice streams
that are much wider than they are thick (Schoof, 2007). Thus, Equations 1a,b reduce
to:
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with x defined as parallel to flow. We induce velocity variations by periodically varying131

the longitudinal stress conditions at the terminus, which approximates the periodic ris-132
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ing and falling of ocean levels due to tides (Appendix A). Thus, the final simulation out-133

puts we use as inputs and data for the machine learning models are the time-dependent134

velocity components and ice thickness.135

We use a basal drag sliding relationship where the prefactor cb can vary in both
space and time and the exponent m can vary in space such that:

⌧b (x, t) = cb (x, t) |u|
1

m(x)�1u. (4)

The spatial variation of cb and m can represent changes in bed roughness and compo-136

sition, ice cavity density, and basal water pressure, among other factors. The temporal137

variation of cb can represent local changes in basal water pressure due to an evolving sub-138

glacial hydrological system, which has been shown to be an important process in many139

fast-flowing tidewater glaciers around the globe (Schoof, 2010; I. Hewitt, 2013). The non-140

uniqueness of the sliding parameters cb and m for a given value of basal drag generally141

requires a priori information about one of the parameters in order to constrain the other.142

In many modeling studies, a spatially uniform value of m = 3 is often assumed to model143

sliding over a rigid bed, thus reducing the inverse problem to spatial estimation of cb.144

Therefore, simulations generated with both m and cb variations are useful for demon-145

strating the utility of time-dependent velocity and elevation fields for joint inference of146

both parameters.147

2.2 Learning Basal Drag Function with Hybrid Modeling148

Large uncertainties on the form of the sliding law motivate a generic representa-
tion of basal drag as a function of sliding velocity as well as a function of space and time
in the case of spatially-varying till properties or subglacial hydrology. To that end, let
us consider the following:

⌧̂ b = f (u, h,x, t) , (5)

where basal drag predictions ⌧̂ b are generated by a generic nonlinear function of slid-
ing velocity, ice geometry (thickness), spatial coordinate, and time. Since basal drag is
not directly observable, we must combine quantities that are readily observable (e.g., ice
velocity and surface elevation) within the physical modeling framework provided by the
momentum balance equations (Equations 1a,b). An advantage of the vertically-integrated
form of the momentum balance used here is that drag can be directly estimated by re-
arranging terms, e.g. for the 1D case (Equation 3):

⌧̂b(x, t) = 2
@
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@x

◆
� ⇢igh(x, t)

@s(x, t)

@x
. (6)

This method (also referred to as the force balance method (Van der Veen, 2013)) allows149

for quantification of spatial and temporal variations of drag if time-dependent measure-150

ments of surface velocity and ice geometry are available for a given glacier, in addition151

to knowledge of ice rheology (Cu↵ey & Paterson, 2010; Van der Veen, 2013; Enderlin et152

al., 2018).153

A key requirement of the above formulation is the availability of first- and second-
order spatial derivatives of velocity, surface elevation, and ice thickness. These gradients
may be computed a priori from velocity, surface elevation, and thickness data and in-
serted directly into Equation 6. However, the highly nonlinear form of the non-Newtonian
e↵ective ice viscosity (see Appendix A) can result in large amplification of the gradients
and any errors associated with them. The gradients themselves may be di�cult to com-
pute when data are missing or are spatially discontinuous. We approach these challenges
by modeling the velocity and elevation observations with a feedforward neural network,
f✓, defined such that:

[û, ĥ] = f✓ (x, t) , (7)
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where the network is parameterized by ✓, the weights and biases of the hidden layers.154

The utility of neural networks as universal function approximators (first formulated for155

a single network by Cybenko (1989) and extended to finite-width multi-layer neural net-156

works (e.g., Delalleau & Bengio, 2011; Lu et al., 2017; Bölcskei et al., 2019)) make them157

well-suited to represent scattered, time-dependent surface observations with potentially158

complex spatiotemporal patterns. Perhaps more importantly, we can evaluate deriva-159

tives of u and h at arbitrary space and time coordinates at machine precision using au-160

tomatic di↵erentiation (Baydin et al., 2017; Raissi, 2018). Essentially, the neural net-161

work learns a smooth hypersurface between scattered observations in data space and can162

return the hypersurface value and slope at any given point. The smoothness of this sur-163

face will depend on the network capacity (i.e., layer size and depth), as well as the ac-164

tivation function used between layers (see Appendix B for network and training details).165

These smoothed predictions and their gradients can then be used to generate time-dependent166

predictions of basal drag from an appropriate momentum balance, such as Equation 6.167

For surface observations with minimal noise levels and glacier geometries well-suited
to the SSA model, the neural network weights ✓ can be estimated by minimizing a stan-
dard mean square error (MSE) loss function over training data:

Lmse (✓) =
1

M

MX

k=1

h
kuk � ûkk2 + (hk � ĥk)2

i
, (8)

where fk
✓ = f✓

�
xk, tk

�
, k·k is a standard Euclidean norm, and M data points are used168

for training f✓. After training, one can then generate predictions of û, ĥ, and ⌧̂ b over169

the entire modeling domain.170

Complication, however, arises because surface observations are generally noisy, with171

noise characteristics that vary for di↵erent data sources. In most real-world cases, the172

intrinsic spatial wavelength of observation noise is considerably smaller than the wave-173

length we expect ice dynamics to be sensitive to since viscous ice flow e↵ectively acts as174

a low pass filter to any spatial variations in bed topography (G. H. Gudmundsson, 2003;175

Habermann et al., 2012; De Rydt et al., 2013). Consequently, application of the momen-176

tum balance to noisy surface observations will lead to large, un-physical variations in in-177

ferred basal drag. A typical strategy for mitigating observation noise is to apply some178

form of spatial smoothing to velocity and topography data prior to application of the179

momentum balance. However, the smoothing operation is generally ad hoc and requires180

proper selection of a smoothing window size which is often poorly constrained and tightly181

depends on the type of smoothing operation applied, as well as the form of the momen-182

tum balance used to infer drag (Kamb & Echelmeyer, 1986; Brinkerho↵ & Johnson, 2015;183

McCormack et al., 2019). A “correct” smoothing window size also does not guarantee184

that the inferred drag is physically consistent in the sense that drag is expected to re-185

sist ice flow (never drive flow) so that drag is negative by the convention in Equation 6.186

Since the primary goal of this study is to infer physically-consistent, time-dependent
basal drag, we address the challenges of observation noise by augmenting the simple MSE
loss function with physics-based loss functions that encode prior knowledge and any con-
straints on the drag. To that end, we first project the basal drag ⌧̂ b to the along-flow
direction using the predicted velocity û:

⌧̂b = ⌧̂ b · û

kûk . (9)

We then construct loss functions penalizing the spatial smoothness and sign of the pre-
dicted along-flow drag:
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1
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where the first term implements Laplacian smoothing, the second term penalizes pos-187

itive basal drag via the rectified linear unit (ReLU) function (ReLU(x) = max(x, 0)),188

� and ↵ are scalars controlling the relative strengths of the losses, and P is the number189

of examples used evaluating these losses. For the sign penalty, the ReLU function allows190

for penalization of positive drag values scaled by their magnitude. This approach e↵ec-191

tively casts the sign penalty as an asymmetric shrinkage function that encourages drag192

to be closer to zero (from the positive direction). Choice of the penalty parameters � and193

↵ will generally be controlled by data quality (noise level, spatiotemporal coverage, ac-194

curacy of bed topography, etc.) and a priori uncertainties on the parameterization of195

ice flow (rheology, spatial smoothness of drag, etc.). Here, we set ↵ = 1 for all cases196

presented in this work and allow � to be selected using standard model selection tech-197

niques like cross-validation or an L-curve (Figure S5).198

An important feature of the physics-based loss functions is that the number of ex-199

amples P for Lph (✓) is not necessarily equal to the number of examples M used for Lmse (✓).200

For the latter, the M examples are dictated by the availability of ice surface observations,201

whereas the P examples for the former can be evaluated anywhere within the training202

domain. This feature is a well-known benefit of physics-informed neural networks (PINNs)203

in that even in the small-data regime, the additional physics-based penalties can su�-204

ciently prevent overfitting of the data by large neural network representations for f✓ by205

allowing for generation of additional synthetic training data (Raissi et al., 2019). In our206

case, we specify a set of space and time coordinates x and t that are randomly distributed207

within the training domain and are independent of the coordinates corresponding to the208

observations. At these coordinates, we use f✓ to generate predictions of û and ĥ and their209

spatial gradients in order to then predict ⌧̂b for computing the losses in Equation 10.210

While inferred, time-dependent values of basal drag are the primary outputs of the
learning framework, equally important are estimates of uncertainties associated with those
drag values. Drag uncertainty can stem from observation noise and epistemic uncertainty
derived from an uncertain momentum balance and ice rheology. As discussed previously,
uncertainty stemming from observation noise can itself be partitioned into measurement
noise (noise intrinsic to the data source) and noise of spatial gradients due to incorrect
smoothing. We adopt a simple strategy of reformulating f✓ to output standard devia-
tions for the predictions û and ĥ in addition to their mean values. These outputs are
then used to parameterize Gaussian probability distributions (independent for ĥ and each
component in û) which can be used to replace the MSE loss function in Equation 8 with
a negative log-likelihood function:

Lnll (✓) =
1

M

MX

k=1

⇥
� log pûk(uk) � log pĥk(h

k)
⇤
, (11)

where pû and pĥ are the likelihood functions for û and ĥ, respectively. A more complex211

probability distribution for the likelihoods, e.g. multivariate Gaussians, may more ac-212

curately model dependencies between surface variables and could potentially capture epis-213

temic uncertainties by incorporating model uncertainties in the covariance matrix (e.g.,214

Duputel et al., 2014), although strong non-linearities in all but the most simple ice flow215

models would likely limit the utility of Gaussian-based error models. Since multivari-216

ate distributions would introduce more computational complexity for neural network train-217

ing, we use the simpler, independent Gaussian likelihoods here but note that indepen-218

dent Gaussians with finite mean and variance are known to maximize information en-219

tropy when no other prior information are available (Cover & Thomas, 1999). Conse-220

quently, we expect that for a given variable, the estimated uncertainties should form the221

upper bound for that variable.222

The final joint learning objective incorporating both data and physics-based loss
functions is (Figure 1):

✓ = argmin
✓

[Lnll (�) + Lph (✓)] . (12)
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A key point to reiterate is that for the above learning objective, observed data are only

Figure 1. Diagram of neural network architecture and learning process. Scattered spatial

and time coordinates are input into network f✓, which is trained to generate predictions of ice

surface velocity and thickness, û and ĥ, at those coordinates. Velocity and thickness predictions

at an independent set of space and time coordinates are used to estimate basal drag from ice flow

momentum balance equations (1D momentum balance used here as an example). which is trained

to predict basal drag estimated from ice flow momentum balance equations (1D momentum bal-

ance used here as an example). A combined loss function is then used to train the neural network

weights, � and ✓, simultaneously.

223

used for the cost function Lnll while evaluation points for the physics-based cost func-224

tion Lph can be evaluated anywhere within the training domain (see Appendix B for fur-225

ther details on training and neural network architecture). Once f✓ is trained, we can then226

compute statistics on the time-dependent, along-flow basal drag ⌧̂b via Monte Carlo sam-227

pling of the predictions û and ĥ.228

2.2.1 Comparison with control methods for ice flow models229

The learning framework applied to time-dependent ice surface velocity and eleva-230

tion data e↵ectively forms a physics-aware space-time interpolator of the data. The in-231

terpolation kernel is provided by the hypersurface learned by the neural network, and232

the physical constraints are encoded in the loss functions specifying our prior assump-233

tions on the characteristics of the underlying basal drag field. As such, while this approach234

can be viewed as an analog to a time-dependent inversion of basal drag using control meth-235

ods applied to an ice flow model, there are several key di↵erences. Forward runs of tran-236

sient ice flow models generally require specification of key boundary conditions regard-237

ing surface mass balance, grounding line stresses and migration, ice velocities at inflow238

boundaries, and a functional form for the basal drag (e.g., power-law form in Eq. 2). Each239

of these boundary conditions are time-varying and subject to varying degrees of uncer-240

tainties, which can require a significant number of spin-up runs and fine-tuning of model241

parameters in order to generate velocity and elevation fields that match the observations242

(Larour et al., 2014). By directly having access to the time-varying surface elevation and243

velocities from observations, we eliminate the need for evaluation of a forward model (and244

required boundary conditions) and simply rearrange the SSA momentum balance. We245

thus decouple the time-evolution of the basal drag from other processes that can influ-246

ence surface elevations, e.g. surface mass balance (Larour et al., 2014), yet we also en-247

force that the inferred basal drag is fully consistent with the predicted velocity and el-248

evations. Computationally, the neural network model is mesh-free and can be evaluated249
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Figure 2. Experimental setup and initial ice geometry for 1D simulations of a marine-

terminating glacier. A) Initial grounded ice (light blue) slides on its bed (dark brown) below

sea level (dark blue; dashed black line). For perturbation experiments, ocean level S(t) is periodic

in time. X-coordinates indicate distance upstream from terminus. The ice surface, s(X, t), varies

in space and time while the bed, b(X), varies only in space. Spatial distributions of prefactor

values, cb (B) and exponents, 1/m (C) for two di↵erent simulation scenarios with di↵erent sliding

modes but similar levels of basal stress. Case I (blue lines) corresponds to a constant exponent

and slowly-varying prefactor while Case II (red lines) corresponds to periodically varying expo-

nent and prefactor profiles. The values for Case II are chosen such that the steady-state basal

drag values are roughly equal to the steady-state drag for Case I.

anywhere within the training domain. Furthermore, observations can be assimilated in250

mini-batches, which avoids potentially expensive quadratic optimization steps using all251

available data in a single batch. While recent work has utilized Ensemble Kalman Fil-252

ters to assimilate surface data in a sequential manner in order to infer time-dependent253

basal drag (Gillet-Chaulet, 2020), the requirements for specification of boundary con-254

ditions and grounding line migration still persist. Overall, our more focused objective255

of reconstructing the time-dependent basal drag allows us to bypass several algorithmic256

requirements necessary for forward runs of transient ice flow models, which are still nec-257

essary for any prognostic evaluation of future ice states.258

3 Validation on 1D Ice Flow Simulations259

To evaluate inference of basal drag using the neural network model, we first gen-260

erate 1D SSA simulations for both spatially- and temporally-varying frictional param-261

eters. These simulations are designed to be analogous to real-world glaciers subject to262

time-varying stress conditions while providing mathematically convenient scenarios for263

testing recovery of the underlying sliding law parameters.264

3.1 Spatially Varying Drag265

We first generate 1D SSA simulations for two di↵erent cases of frictional param-266

eter spatial distributions (Figure 2). In the first case, we prescribe a constant exponent267

of m = 3 and a spatially varying prefactor, cb, with values that slowly increase with268

upstream distance to approximate increasing basal drag. In the second case, we prescribe269

periodic exponent values with values ranging from approximately 1 to 6, which spans270

the regimes from linear to approximately plastic sliding. Additionally, we assign values271

of cb such that the modeled basal drag is approximately equal to the drag from the first272
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case. In this way, both cases will have similar values of basal drag throughout the sim-273

ulation but di↵erent time-dependent sliding, providing a good test for the recovery of274

the true frictional parameters from time-dependent observations. For both simulations,275

we force the system through periodic variations of the longitudinal stress at the termi-276

nus to simulate periodic ocean tides. The resulting velocity time series show strong pe-277

riodicity in time while the ice thicknesses are roughly constant throughout the simula-278

tion (Figure S1).279

For training the network f✓ subject to the learning objective in Equation 12, we280

select a spatial subset spanning the minimum terminus position and 50 km upstream of281

that position to use as training data. To simulate measurement noise, we add white noise282

with a standard deviation of 0.5 m/year and spatially-correlated noise generated from283

a squared exponential covariance function with a lengthscale of 5 km (equivalent to ap-284

proximately 10 ice thicknesses) and an amplitude of 2 m/yr (approximately 5% of the285

mean velocity variation, consistent with observations) to the velocity data (Mouginot286

et al., 2019; Minchew et al., 2017). Generally, the correlated noise will have a much larger287

e↵ect on the inferred basal drag since coherent velocity gradients will be mapped to spu-288

rious basal drag variations. Similarly, we add white noise with an amplitude of 0.5 m and289

correlated noise with the same lengthscale and an amplitude of 2 meters to the ice thick-290

ness data, which is equivalent to perfect knowledge of the bed and observation noise of291

high-quality digital elevation models (Moller et al., 2019). While models of bed topog-292

raphy using mass conservation techniques are more accurate for fast-flowing glaciers (Morlighem293

et al., 2017), we still expect errors on the order of several tens of meters which would294

likely require the addition of an extra topographic variable to g� to allow for approx-295

imation of uncertain bed topography (as is done for our analysis on Rutford Ice Stream).296

For the simulated cases here, we assume perfect knowledge of the bed in order to iso-297

late the e↵ects of velocity and surface errors on inferred drag. Finally, we uniformly sam-298

ple 50,000 data points within the space-time training volume for computing the data loss299

function, Lnll, and an additional 50,000 data points for computing the physics losses, Lph.300

After training f✓, we perform Monte Carlo sampling of the learned time-dependent301

u and h fields in order to generate time-dependent samples of ⌧b throughout the entire302

training domain using the SSA momentum balance. In this manner, we can visually ex-303

amine the ⌧b vs. u relationship to infer the underlying physical relationship without need-304

ing a closed-form symbolic expression of that relationship. A natural domain for view-305

ing ⌧b vs. u is in log space where, for the power-law form of the sliding law, the slope306

corresponds to 1/m and the intercept corresponds to log (cb). For the forcing environ-307

ment simulated here (longitudinal stress perturbations applied at the terminus), the slid-308

ing parameters are expected to be time-invariant and can be estimated for each point309

along the glacier. Additionally, since we generate samples of ⌧b for any triplet of (u, x, t),310

we can compute the mean and standard deviation of the 1/m and cb estimates. As a com-311

parison, we also compute basal drag directly from the noisy surface observations using312

Equation 6 where we first spatially smoothe the u and h fields with a low-pass Butter-313

worth filter with a cuto↵ period of approximately 6 ice thicknesses, and then we com-314

pute the momentum balance using finite di↵erences for the spatial gradients. This com-315

bined approach of smoothing and finite di↵erencing is commonly used when applying316

the force budget technique to spatially-continuous surface observations.317

For both simulation cases, we are able to accurately recover the true sliding law318

parameters for the region of the glacier with su�ciently large velocity variations (within319

⇡40 km of the terminus; Figure 3). As the upstream distance increases, the amplitudes320

of the velocity fluctuations caused by the stress perturbations applied at the terminus321

attenuate, which ultimately results in increasing uncertainties in both 1/m and cb as the322

linear fits in log space become more ill-conditioned. For the case where the prescribed323

prefactor and exponent both vary spatially, we observe larger uncertainties on cb where324
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Figure 3. Inferred basal parameter profiles and predicted time-dependent basal drag ⌧b vs.

sliding velocity u for 1D simulations. Left column corresponds to results for the simulations with

spatially-varying prefactor (case I) while the right column correspond to results for simulations

with spatially-varying prefactor and exponent (case II). A) Log-domain plot of basal drag vs.

sliding velocity for case I. Colors indicate distance upstream of the terminus, where dark lines

correspond to a linear fit of stochastic samples and shaded regions correspond to sample standard

deviation (3�). Thin black dashed line indicates the time-averaged, noise-free basal drag from

the simulations, and solid black lines at the bottom illustrate theoretical slopes for m = 1, 3, and

6. B) Same as (A) but for case II. C) and (E) Profiles of estimated prefactor, cb, and exponent,

1/m, respectively, for case I. Blue lines correspond to the neural network predictions while blue

shaded areas are the prediction uncertainties (3�). Red lines correspond to direct estimates of

basal drag using momentum balance of surface observations. Thick black dashed lines correspond

to the true values. D) and F) same as (C) and (E) for case II. Sliding law parameter inference

is best constrained where velocity variations are high and areas away from edges of training

domain.
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1/m is lower (Figure 3), which implies that sliding regimes that are closer to plastic will325

generally lead to more uncertain prefactors using the log-domain line fit used here.326

Another key result is that estimates of basal drag using direct application of Equa-327

tion 6 lead to highly biased and noisy sliding law parameter estimates, even when sig-328

nificant spatial smoothing is applied to the data prior to application of the momentum329

balance (Figures 3C-F). The ability of the neural network framework to accurately re-330

cover the true parameter values (to the extent where velocity variations are large enough)331

indicates similar levels of robustness to noise as traditional inverse modeling schemes that332

apply some form of regularization on the modeled basal drag. The ability to quantify333

uncertainties in predictions of basal drag is an important additional benefit of the prob-334

abilistic loss functions used to train the network f✓. These uncertainties can be crucial335

in determining the overall resolving capacity of surface observations in determining the336

dominant sliding modes.337

3.2 Time Varying Drag338

In the previous subsection, the sliding law parameters were simulated to be time-
invariant. However, for some glaciers and ice streams, basal drag has been hypothesized
to evolve in time, e.g. in response to changes in the subglacial hydrological system. As
water flows into and out of the hydrological system, the basal water pressure compen-
sates some of the overburden pressure and thus changes the e↵ective pressure (the dif-
ference between overburden and water pressures) at the bed. The overall change in ef-
fective pressure will thus a↵ect the magnitude of the basal drag and the corresponding
flow of ice (Iken & Bindschadler, 1986; Schoof, 2010; I. Hewitt, 2013; Flowers, 2015; Rosier
et al., 2015; Minchew et al., 2016; Stevens et al., 2018). Here, we implement a simpli-
fied model for temporally varying water pressure by representing the prefactor in the power-
law sliding law as a Mohr-Coulomb yield criteria (e.g., Tulaczyk et al., 2000) such that

cb (x, t) = µ (⇢igh (x, t) � pw (x, t)) , (13)

where µ is a constant friction coe�cient (which is generally a function of the internal fric-
tion angle �), and the function pw (x, t) represents spatially and temporally varying basal
water pressure. We model the basal pressure as a periodic pressure wave that propagates
upstream in the following manner:

pw (x, t) = p̄w + p̂we
�x/L cos

✓
�!t+

!

vp
x

◆
, (14)

where p̄w is a constant water pressure, p̂w is the amplitude of the pressure oscillations,339

L is a decay lengthscale (allowing for upstream exponential decay of the pressure per-340

turbation), ! is the angular frequency of the oscillation, and vp is the wave speed (phase341

velocity) controlling the upstream propagation speed of the pressure wave. This func-342

tional form for the pressure wave approximates di↵usive models for subglacial hydrol-343

ogy (Rosier et al., 2015) where the phase velocity and decay lengthscale of the pressure344

wave is controlled by the conductivity of the hydraulic system. Using the same ice ge-345

ometry as the previous two 1D simulations, we set values of µ = 2 ⇥ 10�3, p̄w = 1000346

kPa, p̂w = 500 kPa, L = 45 km, ! = 1 rad/year, and vp = 0.27 km/day. Further-347

more, to investigate the dynamics of a plastically-deforming bed subject to hydrologi-348

cal variations, we generate simulations for m = 3 and 10, where the latter approximates349

a plastic bed. In order to maintain a similar velocity range for the two sliding exponents,350

we increase the friction coe�cient for m = 10 to µ = 5⇥ 10�3 (in order to match the351

secular velocities for the m = 3 outputs) and reduce the pressure wave amplitude to352

p̂w = 200 kPa since a plastic bed will result in large velocity variations for a given stress353

perturbation. The resulting velocity fields for both simulations show similar annual vari-354

ations as the simulations forced by periodic variations at the terminus (Figure 4A, B).355

While the velocity variation amplitudes are similar at the terminus for m = 3 and 10,356
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the upstream extent of the variations is larger for the latter case, even with a substan-357

tially reduced pressure wave amplitude.358

Using the same training procedure for f✓ as the previous two cases (but without359

noise added to the data in order to highlight the mechanical e↵ects of the pressure wave),360

we reconstruct the full time history of the modeled basal drag. The stochastic predic-361

tions for ⌧̂b demonstrate that, similar to the previous experiments, drag variations are362

well constrained in the regions where velocity variations are higher (Figure 4C,D). Gen-363

erally, decreases in drag are associated with increases in velocity since the propagating364

pressure wave is the primary driver of speedups in ice flow. However, this trend changes365

with upstream distance as the pressure wave amplitude decays and longitudinal stress366

perturbations become the dominant forcing mechanism. The crossover point at which367

longitudinal stresses become more important is controlled by the pressure wave decay368

lengthscale, phase velocity, and sliding law exponent. To illustrate this point further, we369

fit a temporal function consisting of a linear trend and an annual sinusoid to the ⌧̂b time370

series at each point while accounting for the uncertainties in ⌧̂b. The amplitude and phase371

delay of the sinusoids, as well as their formal uncertainties, can then be estimated along372

the glacier (Figure 4C,D). For m = 3, we observe a significant phase o↵set between the373

first 10 km upstream of the terminus and the rest of the ice stream; this phase o↵set is374

minimized for m = 10. For the sinusoidal amplitudes, recall that the imposed water375

pressure variations for m = 3 were 2.5x larger than those for m = 10. However, the376

recovered maximum drag amplitude is only twice as large for m = 3 compared to m =377

10, which indicates a negative feedback between the reduction in drag from the pressure378

wave and an increase in drag resulting from the induced speedup (Rosier et al., 2015).379

This negative feedback also manifests as a sharper drop-o↵ in amplitude with upstream380

distance for m = 3. The amplitude reaches a local minimum at the same location where381

the drag phase gradients are at their peak. For m = 10, as with the phase gradients,382

the amplitude drop-o↵ is much less pronounced.383

Another important di↵erence in these pressure wave-driven simulations is that the384

relationship between ⌧b vs. u in the log domain exhibits a cycle (Figure 4E, F), with el-385

liptical behavior arising from varying levels of phase lag between the periodic velocity386

and basal drag signals (Figure S2). The varying phase lag is again a consequence of com-387

peting basal drag perturbations from the pressure wave and balancing of longitudinal388

stress perturbations resulting from the initial speedup where the latter generally prop-389

agates upstream with a higher phase velocity.390

The similarity in the velocity variations between the pressure wave-forced simu-391

lations in this section and the terminus-forced simulations in the previous section obscures392

the stark di↵erences in the basal drag evolution between the two model classes. While393

the neural network-based drag reconstruction is well-constrained for both cases, attri-394

bution of the dominant forcing mechanism for a given glacier without a priori informa-395

tion is considerably more uncertain. Nevertheless, the strong inverse proportionality be-396

tween ⌧̂b and u in Figure 4E,F for regions closer to the terminus does suggest that glaciers397

and ice streams exhibiting similar cycles are likely influenced by time-varying e↵ective398

pressure. Considering that e↵ective pressure changes can be subsumed into a time-varying399

sliding law prefactor, simultaneous recovery of both the sliding law prefactor and expo-400

nent as shown in the previous section is not possible for glaciers influenced by substan-401

tial subglacial hydrological e↵ects. In these cases, independent observations of basal wa-402

ter pressure variations (and thus, prefactor variations) or explicit modeling of subglacial403

hydrology would be needed to recover values of the exponent. Conversely, if a priori in-404

formation about the exponent were available (e.g., the bed is well-approximated by plas-405

tic deformation), then it is possible to derive estimates of basal water pressure variations406

from the time-varying drag (Minchew et al., 2016).407
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Figure 4. Neural network velocity and basal drag predictions for temporally varying drag

simulation. Simulations were conducted with spatially-uniform sliding law exponent values of

m = 3 and m = 10. A) and (B) show spacetime evolution of predicted velocity for m = 3 and

m = 10, respectively. C) Profiles of estimated basal drag periodic phase delay where blue and

orange lines correspond to m = 3 and m = 10, respectively. D) Profiles of estimated basal drag

periodic amplitude. E) Log drag. vs. log velocity for select points for m = 3 where color indicates

distance upstream from the grounding line. Solid lines correspond to mean drag predictions while

shaded regions correspond to 3� uncertainties. F) Same as (E) but for m = 10. The amplitude

and phase delay profiles combined with the ellipticity of log ⌧b vs. log u can be used to infer the

propagating pressure wave.
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4 Rutford Ice Stream, Antarctica408

Rutford Ice Stream (RIS) in West Antarctica is a fast-flowing ice stream which flows409

into the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (Figure 5A). RIS is laterally confined with an average410

width of approximately 23 km, and most of the forward velocity is due to basal sliding411

(Joughin et al., 2006; G. H. Gudmundsson, 2007; Smith et al., 2015). The high width-412

to-thickness and slip ratios support the use of the SSA approximations for examining413

basal drag variations at intermediate to long spatial wavelengths (G. H. Gudmundsson,414

2003; De Rydt et al., 2013). Furthermore, RIS exhibits strong variations in flow veloc-415

ity due to tidal forcing where non-zero variations are measured almost 100 km away from416

the grounding line. While variations in vertical velocity are mostly modulated by diur-417

nal and semi-diurnal tides, along-flow variations are observed primarily at the fortnightly418

Msf (14.77 day) period (G. H. Gudmundsson, 2006; Murray et al., 2007; Minchew et al.,419

2017), which indicates a non-linear response of RIS flow to tidal forcing (H. Gudmunds-420

son, 2011; Rosier et al., 2015; Rosier & Gudmundsson, 2016). While several recent stud-421

ies have compared di↵erent mechanisms for originating along-flow variations at the Msf422

frequency on the ice shelf (e.g., Robel et al., 2017; Rosier & Gudmundsson, 2020), our423

focus in this study is on using the response of ice flow in the grounded ice stream to in-424

fer the mechanics of slip at the ice-bed interface. Thus, our analysis focuses on regions425

of the ice stream greater than 10 km upstream of the grounding line in order to avoid426

elastic e↵ects due to bending stresses, which are not incorporated into the SSA approx-427

imations (Rosier & Gudmundsson, 2016). We emphasize that a rigorous exploration of428

the ice stream stress response (including the elastic response) to tidal forcing is outside429

the scope of this work. Rather, our aim is demonstrate the machine learning-based tech-430

niques for inferring time-dependent basal drag on high-quality surface observations.431

4.1 Data and learning objectives432

We use existing data sets to constrain the surface velocity fields and ice-stream ge-433

ometry. The 3D surface velocity fields were derived from 9 months of synthetic aperture434

radar (SAR) data collected from multiple viewing angles in order to constrain a para-435

metric surface displacement model consisting of sinusoids corresponding to the primary436

tidal constituents and a steady-state velocity (Minchew et al., 2017). Since our main fo-437

cus is on the along-flow velocity variations (where variations at diurnal and semi-diurnal438

constituents are minimal (Murray et al., 2007)), we use only the steady-state velocity439

and sinusoid periods at the Msf frequency. Geometric information (surface elevation and440

ice thickness) were obtained from BedMachine V1 (Morlighem et al., 2020). While our441

analysis is focused on the regions of the ice stream greater than 10 km upstream of the442

grounding line, our training domain spans from 150 km upstream of the grounding line443

to regions of the ice shelf within 45 km downstream of the grounding line. With this ex-444

tended domain, we can confidently constrain the spatial gradients of the observation vari-445

ables. Additionally, inclusion of the ice shelf also provides a means to validate the rhe-446

ological parameters since basal drag is expected to be negligible on the shelf (seawater447

o↵ers very little resistance to ice flow). Here, we use a characteristic temperature of -448

10� C to calculate an e↵ective depth averaged value of A from tabulated values (Cu↵ey449

& Paterson, 2010) and a stress exponent n = 3 to compute ice viscosity (Appendix A).450

We train the network f✓ to predict the time-varying 2D horizontal velocity com-
ponents and time-invariant ice thickness and surface elevation. At the fortnightly timescales,
ice thickness and driving stress are assumed to be constant in time. By adding the sur-
face elevation variable to the outputs of f✓ (as opposed to adding a known bed eleva-
tion to the thickness predictions as was done with the simulated data), we implicitly ac-
count for errors in the bed topography by treating s = h + b as an additional noisy
observation subject to smoothing imposed by our physics-based loss functions. For the
velocity components, rather than outputting the velocity values at any given input (x, t),
we instead output the spatially-varying coe�cients of a periodic temporal model (inde-
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pendently for the u and v components), e.g.:

u (x, t) = a (x) cos (!sf t) + b (x) sin (!sf t) + u0 (x) , (15)

where !sf = 2⇡/Tsf is the fortnightly angular frequency for the Msf tidal constituent451

(Tsf = 14.77 days), and the coe�cients [a, b, u0] vary in space only. This approach re-452

duces the dimensionality of the neural network inputs to two spatial coordinates while453

providing physical constraints on the temporal form of the predictions.454

For formulating the physics-based loss functions in Lph, we use the 2D SSA equa-455

tions (Equations 1a, 1b) to predict the basal drag ⌧̂b in both spatial directions (east and456

north), which we then project to the along-flow direction using the predicted velocity457

vectors. This projection allows us to once again penalize the drag values with incorrect458

signs and to compute the Laplacian smoothness metric on a scalar field as opposed to459

a vector field. We assume an ice density ⇢i = 917 kg/m3. Values for the hyperparam-460

eter controlling spatial smoothness of basal drag were chosen using a standard L-curve461

(Figure S5). After training f✓, we Monte Carlo sample the time-dependent basal drag462

⌧̂b in the along-flow direction (see Section S1 for validation on noise-free 2D ice flow sim-463

ulations). As a post-processing step, we fit the predicted drag time series samples with464

the periodic model used for the velocity components (Equation 15) in order to reduce465

high-temporal-frequency drag variations. We use propagation of uncertainties to prop-466

agate uncertainties in the drag samples to uncertainties in the final periodic model.467

4.2 Secular Velocity and Basal Drag Predictions468

The predicted along-flow secular (steady-state) velocity magnitudes for RIS are in469

good agreement with the observed secular velocities (Figure 5B), while the velocity am-470

plitude and phase are also in good agreement with prior studies (Minchew et al., 2017).471

The steady-state basal drag magnitudes show a region of very low basal drag from ap-472

proximately 10–50 km upstream of the grounded line, transitioning to higher drag over473

short distances (Figure 5G). This transition from a weak to a stronger bed has been in-474

ferred in several prior studies (e.g., Joughin et al., 2006; Pralong & Gudmundsson, 2011)475

and has been associated with a transition from dilatant to sti↵ sediment (Smith et al.,476

2015). Since RIS is close to steady-state (G. Gudmundsson & Jenkins, 2009), drag vari-477

ations are mostly in balance with the driving stress (Figure 5E). The drag magnitudes478

in our training area peak at around 100 km upstream of the grounding line, which is colo-479

cated with a local high in the basal topography (Figure S6). Previous numerical stud-480

ies of RIS have shown that basal topography is the dominant control on surface undu-481

lations, which in turn implies that basal topography is the dominant control on secular482

drag variations at the spatial scale of tens of kilometers (Pralong & Gudmundsson, 2011;483

De Rydt et al., 2013). Under the functional form of Equation 13 where µ represents the484

internal friction coe�cient for till, these results support the view that variations in the485

friction coe�cient µ are at much longer wavelengths (> 20 ice thicknesses), with the ex-486

ception of the low basal drag region. By further assuming a plastic bed with a uniform487

value of µ = 0.5 (median of published values (Iverson, 2010)), the e↵ective pressure is488

simply twice the basal drag (Figure 5E), and we can obtain an estimate of basal water489

pressure at RIS by subtracting the e↵ective pressure from the overburden stress (Fig-490

ure 5F). We explore the implications of bed plasticity on water pressure changes in a later491

discussion.492

Uncertainties for the predicted drag are generally highest at the margins and ar-493

eas with high bed slopes where data gradients are large and work against the Laplacian494

smoothing penalty on the basal drag (Figure 5H). Specifically, the high slope areas ex-495

ist near the grounding line, as well as near a prominent bump in the bed topography about496

30 km upstream of the grounding line (Figure 5D). By examining the uncertainties for497

the predicted velocity, ice thickness, and surface elevation, we can see that all three vari-498

ables exhibit larger uncertainties in these areas and contribute to the total drag uncer-499
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Figure 5. Rutford Ice Stream (RIS) study area and secular (steady-state) surface velocity and

basal drag. (A) RIS (red arrow) feeds into the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS, blue arrow) in

West Antarctica. (B) The neural-network-predicted secular velocity magnitude, which is in good

agreement with the observed secular velocities from (Minchew et al., 2017) (blue contours at lev-

els of 0, 100, 295, 320, 350, and 370 m/year). The predicted amplitude (C) and phase (D) of the

time-dependent velocity variations, which are also in good agreement with (Minchew et al., 2017)

upstream of the grounding line (areas of high phase uncertainty, due to low amplitude variations,

masked out). Dashed black circle indicates prominent bump in bed topography. The driving

stress (E) is mostly balanced by the neural-network-predicted basal drag (G). By assuming a

plastic bed with yield stress determined by the Mohr-Coulomb yield criteria (Eq. 13), e↵ective

pressure equals basal drag divided by the internal friction coe�cient, µ = 0.5 (pressure values

shown in square brackets and italics in (G)). Secular water pressure (F) may then be derived

from the e↵ective pressure. Scalar uncertainties for predicted basal drag (H) are generally high in

areas with relatively rapid changes in bed slope, such as the margins and near the grounding line.

tainty (Figure S7). Mathematically, the uncertainties here have been inflated due to larger500

data misfits during training; the neural network learns to increase the likelihood vari-501

ance in these high misfit bias areas in order to increase the total log likelihood. Over-502

all, quantification of drag and grounding line migration in these areas has proven chal-503
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lenging and will only improve once more high-quality bed topography data are acquired504

(Rosier & Gudmundsson, 2020).505

4.3 Time-dependent Velocity and Basal Drag Predictions506

By quantifying the change in velocity and basal drag at di↵erent times within the507

Msf tidal period, we observe significant basal drag variations propagating upstream with508

values spanning 4 – 6 kPa over the course of the tidal period (Figure 6). Perhaps the most509

interesting observation is that the upstream propagation of positive velocity variations510

is associated with a propagating decrease in basal drag, which suggests some form of a511

pressure wave driven by subglacial hydrology (analogous to Figure 4). During the ini-512

tial speedup of the ice stream, the associated basal drag decreases only slightly, which513

may signify destructive interference of basal drag reduction and longitudinal stress per-514

turbations originating from loss of buttressing stresses downstream (Robel et al., 2017;515

Rosier & Gudmundsson, 2020). We reiterate that the inferred basal drag near the ground-516

ing line is likely inaccurate since we do not incorporate elasticity of the ice into our stress517

calculations and bed slopes there are subject to larger uncertainties. However, later in518

the tidal cycle when velocity speedups have propagated to about 70 km upstream of the519

grounding line, the basal drag decrease has also propagated upstream while becoming520

more widespread within the ice stream (Figure 6E,F). We do observe a phase lag between521

the velocity and drag variations which can be confirmed by the elliptical relationship be-522

tween ⌧b vs. kuk (Figure 7), a characteristic we previously observed for the 1D simulated523

pressure waves. The exceptions to this behavior are near the grounding line and in the524

weaker bed where drag variations are minimal compared to the velocity variations. At525

greater upstream distances, we can observe a gradual transition in the ellipse orienta-526

tion, signifying a transition to a stress regime where longitudinal stresses become the pri-527

mary driver of the velocity variations.528

5 Discussion529

The availability of time-dependent observations of surface velocity and elevation530

permit direct estimates of time-varying basal drag that satisfies global stress balance.531

Coupled with a machine learning model for reconstructing the spatiotemporal function532

for basal drag, we can retrieve important sliding parameters under certain stress and load-533

ing conditions. We discuss the robustness and implications of these results below.534

5.1 Inference of Sliding Law Parameters535

Under the condition that ice surface velocity variations are driven by processes other536

than changes in drag at the bed – such as longitudinal stress perturbations at the ter-537

minus or grounding line, as may be expected in some cases for seasonal calving cycles,538

ocean tide e↵ects via hydrostatic stress di↵erences, or changes in buttressing stresses from539

ice shelves – then, for a general power-law formulation of the sliding law, it is possible540

to recover both the prefactor and exponent from a linear fit of time-dependent sliding541

velocity and basal drag predictions in the log domain. Parameter estimation for recently542

proposed augmented sliding laws that combine the power-law sliding relationship at lower543

velocities and a rate-independent (plastic) relationship at higher velocities (Joughin et544

al., 2019; Zoet & Iverson, 2020; Minchew & Joughin, 2020) can be accomplished in a sim-545

ilar manner through a nonlinear optimization in the log domain. Verification and refine-546

ment of such a law from remote sensing data sets would make significant progress to-547

wards unification of laboratory, observational, and theoretical approaches towards un-548

derstanding glacier sliding dynamics.549

For all proposed sliding law functional forms, if the sliding law parameters are known550

to be time-invariant (but may be spatially-varying), then simultaneous parameter recov-551
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Figure 6. Time-dependent velocity and basal drag magnitude variations for Rutford Ice

Stream, Antarctica. Velocity and basal drag variations are shown in the left and right columns,

respectively. By assuming a plastic bed, basal water pressure variations can be inferred by scaling

drag variations by the internal friction coe�cient µ = 0.5 (values indicated in square brackets and

italics in (B)). Beginning at a reference time that approximately corresponds to the beginning

of the Msf cycle (minimum velocity near the grounding line), velocity and drag variations are

measured in 2.5-day intervals: (A, B) 0 – 2.5 days; (C, D) 2.5 – 5 days; (E, F) 5 – 7.5 days; and

(G, H) 7.5 – 10 days. Markers in (A) indicate points extracted for Figure 7. Grey contours for

right-column plots correspond to the secular basal drag uncertainties in Figure 5H in intervals of

2.0 kPa. In general, an upstream-propagating increase in velocity is associated with an upstream-

propagating decrease in basal drag, which suggests that a pressure wave in the subglacial till is

responsible for the observed variations in surface velocity.

ery is possible. In cases where the parameters may vary in time, such as when changes552

in the prefactor are driven by subglacial hydrological processes, then simultaneous re-553

covery is not possible, and one would need additional information about the physical prop-554

erties of the bed, such as water pressure variations or bed plasticity (which is equivalent555

to knowing the value of the exponent in the power-law form of the sliding law, as dis-556

cussed in the following section).557

Under applicable conditions, successful recovery of sliding law parameters is largely558

dependent on the availability and temporal sampling of time-dependent velocity fields.559

Static velocity snapshots allow only for the estimation of the magnitude of basal drag,560
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Figure 7. Time series of basal drag vs. velocity magnitude for select points along a centerline.

Points are colored by distance upstream of the grounding line with locations shown in Figure 6A.

Shaded regions indicate 1� uncertainties in predicted drag.

which is equivalent to estimation of the joint probability distribution for the sliding law561

parameters in a Bayesian inference framework. Unique inference of one of the param-562

eters would require some assumption on the value/distribution of the others, as well as563

an assumption on the form of the sliding law. Time-dependent velocity fields allow for564

quantification of time-dependent basal drag, permitting joint estimation of all sliding law565

parameters by quantifying the relationship between drag and sliding velocity at di↵er-566

ent points within the spatial domain. Furthermore, the larger the amplitude of veloc-567

ity variability at any given location (e.g., amplitude of periodic variations due to ocean568

tides or seasonal e↵ects), the better constrained the parameters (Figure 3). For study569

areas where velocity and elevation measurements are more sparse or exhibit higher noise570

levels, the methods presented here would greatly benefit from a time series preprocess-571

ing stage that can fit some smoothly varying time function to the available data to in-572

ject stronger a priori knowledge about the underlying flow variations (Minchew et al.,573

2017; Riel et al., 2021), as was done for the RIS velocity data.574

In this work, surface observations are used to compute the global stress balance di-575

rectly via momentum balance equations under the assumptions that the surface veloc-576

ities are approximately equal to basal sliding velocities and the rheology of the ice is rea-577

sonably well constrained. For the former, we note that the viscous nature of ice flow acts578

as a low-pass filter on basal stress variations such that variations with spatial scales <579

one ice thickness can result in similar surface velocities and elevations (Habermann et580

al., 2012). Therefore, inversion techniques using finite element models and noisy surface581

observations generally use regularization schemes to promote smoother basal stress fields582

(Larour et al., 2012; Habermann et al., 2012; Shapero et al., 2016). Theoretically, noise-583

free surface velocity observations with spatial resolution less than the wavelength of basal584

stress variability can be used to reconstruct the true basal drag (as demonstrated in this585

work). Moreover, it has been shown that the transfer function amplitude between vari-586

ability in basal stress and surface velocities decreases with decreasing spatial wavelengths,587

but higher slip ratios (ratio of sliding to deformation velocity) can increase the trans-588

fer function amplitude (G. H. Gudmundsson, 2003). Overall, our method should be most589

applicable to fast-flowing glaciers which are dominated by basal sliding and where the590

spatial scale of basal stress variability is greater than the intrinsic resolution of the ve-591

locity fields (Stearns & Van der Veen, 2018).592
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When the ice rheology is subject to non-negligible uncertainties, any un-modeled593

variations in the rheology will lead to variations in the inferred basal drag via spatial gra-594

dients of the e↵ective dynamic viscosity. When these gradients are small, as would be595

expected in the central trunk of the glacier, errors in the inferred drag should also be cor-596

respondingly small. In future work, we will explore joint estimation of rheological pa-597

rameters and drag, perhaps by introducing a second auxiliary variable trained to pre-598

dict a spatially-varying flow rate parameter, A(x, y). Since joint estimation of rheology599

and drag is an ill-posed problem, we would likely need to incorporate additional condi-600

tioning/regularizing factors in the physics-based loss functions in order to constrain the601

solution space. As an example, we may encourage softer ice in high strain-rate areas (such602

as lateral shear margins) and anisotropic smoothing of the rheology and drag to enforce603

lower spatial gradients in the along-flow direction where strain-rates are orders of mag-604

nitude lower. As demonstrated by Ranganathan et al. (2020), such constraints can ef-605

fectively reduce the inherent trade-o↵s between rheology and drag variations.606

5.2 Rutford Ice Stream and Subglacial Hydrology607

In general, speedups in ice flow respond to changes in driving, longitudinal, and608

basal stresses. A localized perturbation in longitudinal or driving stress (e.g., as a re-609

sult of a calving event for a tidewater glacier) will result in a non-local redistribution of610

longitudinal stresses and velocity variations well away from the original perturbation.611

Similarly, a localized perturbation in basal drag will result in non-local redistribution of612

longitudinal stresses and velocity changes upstream (Joughin et al., 2019). On the other613

end of the spectrum, subglacial hydrological variations that result in traveling “pressure614

waves” are governed primarily by the properties of the hydraulic network, although in-615

direct e↵ects could arise from changes in surface slope (I. J. Hewitt & Fowler, 2008; Minchew616

& Meyer, 2020). In this case, surface velocity will respond to a combination of local re-617

ductions in basal drag (corresponding to the pressure wave front) and non-local varia-618

tions in longitudinal stress. Consequently, quantifying velocity variation magnitudes with-619

out examining spatial gradients (i.e., strain rate variations) will not distinguish between620

these di↵erent forcing mechanisms, and an analysis of the stress states of the glacier is621

required (Rosier & Gudmundsson, 2016).622

While a comprehensive comparison of the stress response to the di↵erent forcing623

mechanisms is reserved for future work, a simplified analysis of the evolution of longi-624

tudinal normal stresses can be used to infer the sign of the corresponding change in basal625

drag (Section S2). For RIS, gradients of longitudinal normal stresses decrease (become626

more negative) in response to increases in surface velocity. Therefore, assuming that lat-627

eral shear stress also becomes more resistive for increases in velocity, it follows that a628

decrease in basal drag is driving the velocity increases upstream. This simplified anal-629

ysis, which is not subject to any modeling assumptions other than bulk ice rheology, fur-630

ther supports the inferred pressure wave.631

Several recent modeling studies have proposed sub-glacial hydrology as the primary632

driver of long-period along-flow velocity variations near the grounding zone for RIS (e.g.,633

Rosier & Gudmundsson, 2020; Warburton et al., 2020), as well as the high velocity vari-634

ation amplitudes further upstream (Rosier et al., 2015). From the perspective of the work635

presented here, we implicitly assume that the basal drag is varying only at the Msf fre-636

quency when we enforce the periodic time representation. This assumption is likely to637

be valid for the upstream portions of RIS (greater than a few ice thicknesses from the638

grounding zone) where elastic stress variations have decayed, thus limiting the response639

of ice flow to viscous e↵ects (Thompson et al., 2014; Rosier et al., 2015). Simultaneous640

tracking of the velocity and basal drag variations suggests that the possible pressure wave641

lags behind the traveling wave of surface velocity (Figures 6 and 7), which is consistent642

with a pressure wave speed below the speed of longitudinal stress transmission. This con-643

straint is almost certainly valid for real-world glaciers since pressure-driven subglacial644
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water flow will be resisted by drag in the hydraulic network, so even for highly connected645

distributed systems, longitudinal stresses will propagate faster than basal drag variations646

(Warburton et al., 2020).647

As previously discussed, estimation of the underlying sliding law parameters from
surface observations is not possible without additional information if the parameters vary
in time. However, we may still consider di↵erent endmembers for the sliding law expo-
nents to explore the implications of the basal water pressure variations. Let us again con-
sider the case where the bed is perfectly plastic such that the secular basal drag is equal
to the yield stress, ⌧y, of the bed. In this case, drag variations are entirely determined
by the Mohr-Coulomb yield criteria in Equation 13. By assuming that ice thickness is
approximately constant over (fortnightly) tidal timescales, then it follows that variations
in drag take the form �⌧b = �µ�pw, so that changes in drag are proportional to changes
in basal water pressure. For an estimated basal drag variation amplitude of 4 – 5 kPa
roughly 20 km upstream of the grounding line, the corresponding water pressure vari-
ation would then be 8 – 10 kPa for internal friction coe�cient µ = 0.5 (Figure 6). Fol-
lowing the subglacial hydrological model of Rosier et al. (2015), which assumes subglacial
hydrology at RIS can be described as a homogenous porous medium, changes in water
pressure can be related to changes in hydrologic head. At the grounding line where the
hydrological system is in direct contact with the ocean, hydrologic head is equal to the
ocean elevation, and basal water pressure variations can be computed as:

�pw = ⇢wg�S, (16)

where ⇢w is the density of seawater and S is the height of the ocean surface. From tidal648

models and GPS records, tidal amplitudes are approximately 3 meters at RIS (Rosier649

et al., 2015; Minchew et al., 2017; Padman et al., 2018), which would lead to water pres-650

sure amplitudes of approximately 30 kPa at the grounding line. Thus, our estimate of651

10 kPa basal water pressure change at a distance of 20 km upstream indicates an e-folding652

distance of approximately 20 km. Note that doubling the basal water pressure change653

to 20 kPa is equivalent to an e-folding distance of approximately 50 km, which is the same654

value for the velocity amplitudes (Minchew et al., 2017). The amplitudes of basal drag655

variations estimated for RIS are likely on the lower end of plausible values due to our656

higher choice for the smoothing hyperparameter (Figure S5), which was necessary to han-657

dle uncertainties in the surface and bed topographies. Thus, it is reasonable to expect658

that estimates of basal water pressure variations are as high as 15 – 20 kPa.659

The upstream di↵usion of hydrological head variations is a function of the conduc-660

tivity of the hydrological system and the temporal frequency of the tidal forcing. While661

estimation of head variations over the grounded ice is beyond the scope of the work, the662

relative consistency between the estimated basal water pressure variations assuming a663

plastic bed and those predicted from a simple subglacial hydrological model provides some664

support for the possibility that the bed of RIS deforms plastically. If the sliding expo-665

nent was instead closer to m = 3, the negative feedback defined by the increased basal666

drag resistance caused by the velocity speedup would necessitate a nearly factor of two667

larger water pressure variation (e.g., Figure 4), which would be on the higher end of plau-668

sible values. Therefore, independent measurements of time-dependent basal water pres-669

sures would likely provide substantial information for constraining the sliding law ex-670

ponent for RIS.671

5.3 Ice dynamics and Physics-Informed Neural Networks672

The use of the SSA momentum balance to compute basal drag as a target metric673

for enforcing physical consistency follows the overall strategy of physics-informed neu-674

ral networks (PINNs), wherein known physical relationships and constraints are used as675

auxiliary “data” for neural network training (Raissi et al., 2019). PINNs themselves are676

similar in nature to PDE-constrained optimization problems (see Morlighem et al. (2017)677
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and Brinkerho↵ and Johnson (2015) for cryosphere applications). The two primary ad-678

vantages of PINNs for our purposes are: a) the ability to evaluate the physics constraints679

at arbitrary space-time coordinates within the training domain, which prevents overfit-680

ting of the surface observations; and b) negating the need for running (and then back-681

propagating gradients through) a sophisticated ice flow model. As discussed in Section682

2.2.1, we are able to use this approach due to our narrower focus on inference of the time-683

evolution of basal drag for a given glacier without having to consider the physics gov-684

erning key boundary conditions, particularly the dynamics of the grounding line and the685

surface mass balance. We consider these boundary conditions as implicit in the surface686

observations, allowing us to focus directly on the stress distribution in the momentum687

balance. One important implication of this approach is a lack of generalizability to other688

glaciers since neural networks simply function as physics-aware interpolators of the sur-689

face data. Of course, these methods are not intrinsically limited to a single glacier and690

could be scaled to a much wider region if surface data and bed topography are available.691

In this case, a larger neural network architecture would likely be necessary to capture692

the wider spatiotemporal variability of the data. One promising method for improving693

the computational e�ciency of the PINN framework for our case is to treat each time694

slice of data as a high-dimensional training example for the neural network as opposed695

to scattered point examples as used in this work. While this method would require spa-696

tially continuous observations at all time epochs, it would utilize the e�ciency of con-697

volutional neural network architectures for computing spatial gradients and would likely698

decrease training time (Zhu et al., 2019).699

An alternative learning approach to the PINNs discussed here is to learn the full700

ice dynamics for a given glacier. Essentially, a neural network could be trained to pre-701

dict the time evolution of ice velocity and thickness completely from velocity and thick-702

ness time series without utilizing physical information from the momentum balance equa-703

tions (Raissi, 2018). In this way, the representation of the glacier’s dynamics would be704

purely generic and could be learned with minimal supervision, i.e. “end-to-end” learn-705

ing. However, the main challenge for this approach is also generalizability. In order for706

a pure neural network model to robustly predict the time evolution of a glacier or ice707

stream not seen during training, one would have to train the network with many di↵er-708

ent simulations spanning the expected parameter sets of all glaciers and ice streams over709

the globe. In other words, as the distribution of desired testing examples becomes wider,710

the distribution of training examples would also have to become wider to ensure that pre-711

dictions are done in an interpolatory manner rather than an extrapolatory one. Consid-712

ering the wide variety of bed topographies, sliding conditions, ice shelf conditions, cli-713

matic environment, and ice geometries, the training data would need to be prohibitively714

large in order to ensure generalizability without using any prior physics information. One715

potentially promising area of research utilizes flexible relational inductive biases encoded716

in graphs for improving generalizability of neural networks (Battaglia et al., 2018). This717

type of learning would relax the usage of a specific set of momentum balance equations718

while still utilizing additional information known from physical interactions between ve-719

locity and thickness.720

5.4 Uncertainty Quantification721

By prescribing the neural network f✓ to predict the distribution of the surface vari-722

ables (via means and standard deviations of independent Gaussian distributions), we are723

able to obtain uncertainties on the predictions of those variables and on the derived basal724

drag. This uncertainty is governed by the misfit between the surface observations and725

the mean hypersurface learned by the neural network, i.e. the neural network will in-726

flate the prediction standard deviations in areas where the predictions deviate the most727

from the observations (Figure S7). This deviation is itself driven by a combination of728

data noise and the physics constraints on the basal drag. Thus, we would expect larger729

surface variable uncertainty when data noise is large or when the basal drag field is en-730
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forced to be smoother. We note that this uncertainty behavior arises from the likelihood731

loss Lnll in Equation 11 and specification of the data distribution as a trainable distri-732

bution. For a fixed error model where data covariances are known a priori, one would733

likely need to use probabilistic neural networks (e.g., Bayesian neural networks (MacKay,734

1995)) in order to recover an uncertainty measure that incorporates both data noise and735

the strength of the physics-based loss functions.736

From a broader perspective, we believe that the probabilistic learning framework737

takes a significant step towards general quantification of both data and modeling uncer-738

tainties within a geophysical context while lowering the burden to run computationally739

expensive MCMC methods. This uncertainty quantification for hybrid physical and ma-740

chine learning models has proven to be useful in related fields such as atmospheric dy-741

namics (Stuart & Teckentrup, 2018). Other probabilistic machine learning models, such742

as Gaussian processes (Rasmussen, 2003), may also be a suitable surrogate for the basal743

drag, and recent advances in variational Gaussian processes that allow for training on744

large datasets make them a compelling machine learning model for future work (Hensman745

et al., 2015).746

Looking to the future, rapid quantification of uncertainties can aid in the devel-747

opment of targeted data acquisition plans. Regions that show large uncertainties in basal748

drag predictions are likely under-observed either spatially or temporally due to poorly749

constrained hypersurfaces learned by the neural networks. Therefore, we envision a fu-750

ture data acquisition scenario where neural network models for observed velocity and el-751

evation fields and inferred basal shear stress fields are updated in an online manner, and752

the corresponding uncertainty fields dictate what datasets would most likely improve the753

predictions of those models.754

6 Conclusion755

We have presented a hybrid machine learning framework for learning the time-evolution756

of basal mechanics for glaciers and ice streams. This approach integrates into the learn-757

ing procedure well-known ice flow momentum balance equations at various approxima-758

tion levels. The a priori physical knowledge allows for the transformation of ice veloc-759

ity, thickness, and surface elevation measurements into a domain where a neural network760

can directly predict basal drag. Furthermore, we demonstrated the utility of probabilis-761

tic loss functions for quantifying uncertainties for the basal drag predictions, which will762

prove to be invaluable for subsequent interpretation of the drag, inference of sliding law763

parameters, and development of future data acquisition plans. As a real-world example,764

application of these techniques to time-dependent velocity data over Rutford Ice Stream,765

Antarctica, resulted in observational evidence of subglacial hydrological e↵ects during766

the tidal cycle.767

From a broader perspective, this work demonstrates a new and rapidly advancing768

approach for combining the physical knowledge gained from decades of theoretical and769

experimental work with modern data-driven techniques in order to address an outstand-770

ing problem in glacier dynamics, mainly determination of the sliding mode via the form771

of the inferred sliding law. Under certain forcing environments, we demonstrated that772

estimation of the value and uncertainty of the exponent in the power-law form of the slid-773

ing law is possible with these methods. The exponentially increasing data volume over774

the fastest flowing areas in the cryosphere demands techniques that combine data e�-775

ciency, modeling flexibility, and robustness in the presence of noise, data gaps, and mod-776

eling uncertainties. The methods presented here take an important step towards those777

requirements and present a path forward for future data assimilation tasks for a mul-778

titude of disparate data sources.779
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Appendix A Ice Flow Model780

A1 Governing Equations781

In its most general form, glacier flow can be described as an incompressible Stokes
flow:

r · � + ⇢ig = 0, (A1)

Tr (✏̇) = 0, (A2)

where r·� is the divergence of the Cauchy stress tensor, �, ⇢i is the density of ice, g
is the gravitational acceleration, ✏̇ is the strain rate tensor, and Tr is the trace opera-
tor (here, bold font indicates tensor and vector quantities while regular font represents
scalars). Equation A1 describes the stress balance (also referred to as the momentum
balance) while Equation A2 represents the incompressibility of ice. The strain rate ten-
sor describes the rate of deformation of ice and is calculated as the symmetric compo-
nent of the velocity gradient:

✏̇ =
1

2

⇣
ru+ (ru)T

⌘
, (A3)

where u = [u, v, w] is the velocity vector. To relate the stress tensor components in Equa-
tion A1 to velocity components, the constitutive law for incompressible viscous fluids is
used:

⌧ = 2⌘✏̇, (A4)

where ⌧ = � + pI is the deviatoric stress tensor, p = Tr(�)/3 is the isotropic pres-
sure, and I is the identity matrix. The non-Newtonian e↵ective ice dynamic viscosity,
⌘, is given as:

⌘ =
1

2
A� 1

n ✏̇
1�n
n

e , (A5)

where n is the stress exponent in Glen’s flow law, ✏̇e is the e↵ective strain rate (square
root of the second invariant of the strain rate tensor), and A is the flow rate factor which
depends on properties of the ice (e.g., temperature, interstitial liquid water content, crys-
tal size/orientation, and impurity content). In practice, many studies have found that
various approximations to the computationally-expensive full Stokes equations (Equa-
tions A1-A2) are able to reconstruct observed velocity fields fairly well for certain glacier
geometries and result in similar implied glacier mechanics. For the types of glaciers and
ice streams we examine in this study, the Shallow Ice Shelf/Stream Approximation (SSA)
(MacAyeal, 1989) is most commonly used and assumes: i) ice thickness is much smaller
than the horizontal span; ii) most of the forward motion of glaciers is due to sliding at
the bed (i.e., vertical shearing is negligible); and iii) total vertical normal stress is equal
to the ice overburden pressure. Under these assumptions, the 3D momentum balance can
be depth averaged along the z-dimension, and by using the constitutive law in Equation
A4, the approximate 2D momentum balance is expressed as (identical to the main text):
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where h is the ice thickness, ⌧bx and ⌧by represent the x- and y-components of basal shear782

stress, and s is the ice surface elevation. The vertical velocity component w can be re-783

covered using the incompressibility condition. The above momentum balance states that784

the gravitational horizontal driving stresses of ice flow (terms on the right-hand side) are785

balanced by a combination of horizontal gradients of deviatoric stresses and drag at the786

base of the glacier, ⌧b.787
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A2 1D Shallow Ice Stream Model Boundary Conditions788

Following previous work on 1D flowline models, we enforce two Neumann bound-
ary conditions at the edges of the spatial domain (Vieli & Payne, 2005; Nick et al., 2009).
At the ice divide boundary condition (x = 0), a symmetric ice sheet is assumed such
that @u/@x = 0. At the grounding line (assuming no ice shelf), the boundary condi-
tion is derived from the di↵erence between the hydrostatic pressure of water and ice:

@u

@x
= fsA


1

4
⇢igh

✓
1 � ⇢i

⇢w

◆�n
, (A7)

where ⇢w is the density of ocean water and fs is a scalar factor used to apply a time-
varying force on the calving face (Nick et al., 2009). While Equation A7 is not strictly
applicable to marine-terminating ice streams with no ice shelf, it provides a convenient
way to apply longitudinal stress perturbations originating at the terminus. Thus, we can
generate time-dependent ice velocity and thickness fields representative of those observed
at tidewater glaciers that respond to changes in regional oceanic and climate conditions.
For all 1D simulations, we use a flow rate factor A = 1.2 ⇥ 10�24s�1Pa�3, which cor-
responds to a temperature of -5� C and an exponent n = 3 (Cu↵ey & Paterson, 2010).
We solve these equations in a staggered fashion by solving for u in Equation 3 under the
stated boundary conditions for a given thickness profile, h, using Newton’s method. Mass
continuity gives the time evolution of ice thickness, h:

@h

@t
= a � @q

@x
, (A8)

where a is the surface mass balance (di↵erence between snow accumulation and abla-789

tion) and q = hu is the width-averaged ice flux. Thus, we implement a forward Euler790

step for Equation A8 to update the thickness profile.791

Appendix B Network architecture792

We use feedforward networks for all neural networks in this work. The hidden lay-793

ers have the form Wx+b followed by an activation with a hyperbolic tangent (tanh)794

function. During our experiments, we found that activation functions that were contin-795

uously di↵erentiable (e.g., tanh or exponential rectified linear units (ELU)) resulted in796

smoother spatial gradients of output variables than the rectified linear unit (ReLU). We797

found very little di↵erence in training convergence speed between tanh and ELU acti-798

vations. The outputs of all networks are linear (i.e., no activation is applied).799

Neural networks tasked with reconstructing velocity and thickness observations were800

prescribed 4-6 hidden layers where each hidden layer consisted of 50 or 100 hidden units.801

The exact architectures varied for each problem and were qualitatively chosen based on802

a balance between reconstruction accuracy, spatial smoothness of the reconstruction, and803

computational e�ciency. Regardless, the tradeo↵s between the metrics were minor, and804

the data reconstructions for all network architectures were largely consistent. The neu-805

ral networks for basal drag predictions were prescribed 4 hidden layers where each hid-806

den layer consisted of 50 units. In this way, we e↵ectively applied more regularization807

for these networks as compared with the data networks since our prior assumption for808

the spatial distribution of basal shear stress is one that is smooth.809

B1 Training810

Weight matrices for all networks are initialized from a normal distribution with vari-811

ances specified by s = 1/
p
a where a is the number of input hidden units for each layer.812

Inputs to all networks are normalized to be zero-mean with unit variance. We use the813

Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with a learning rate of 0.0002 and train for 500–814

1000 epochs (each epoch is defined as a complete pass through the training data). We815
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use the Python API for TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015) and TensorFlow Probability (Dillon816

et al., 2017) for neural network construction and training.817

We use a train/test split where 85% of the data is used for training and the remain-818

ing 15% is used for validation where the split is performed in pixel space, i.e. random819

points throughout the space-time volume. We also experimented with a train/test split820

across time slices where entire spatial fields are held out in the test set. In the cases ex-821

amined here, both splitting schemes resulted in similar test set losses, which is likely due822

to the density of surface data available (Figure B1). We do observe a slightly larger basal823

drag smoothness cost for the time slice splitting scheme (Figure B1F). Overall, when data824

are more sparse, we expect the time slice splitting scheme to give a more challenging test825

set, which may be mitigated by larger drag smoothing constraints or regularization of826

the neural network weights.

Figure B1. Training performance for example 1D simulation in Section 2.3. The top plots

show the evaluated cost functions for the velocity likelihood, thickness likelihood, and basal drag

smoothing (A, B, and C, respectively) using a train/test split in pixel space. Blue lines represent

the epoch-averaged training losses and orange lines represent the test losses. The bottom plots

show the same cost functions but for a train/test split across time slices.
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